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INSTRUCTIONS:  Answer question one and any other two questions. 
 

QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS)  

a) Several disciplines interact with data mining in various ways.  Explain these interactions 

and show how data mining benefits from each of these disciplines.    (4 marks)  

b) Explain the data mining problem that led to the creation of the discipline we now call 

data mining.           (7 marks)  

c) In your opinion, why would organizations need to have data warehouses when excellent 

database management systems exist to manipulate all their data?    (4 marks) 

d) Before attempting to mine data from data warehouses, it would be prudent to perform the 

exercise of data preprocessing.  What is the meaning of the term “preprocessing” and 

why would it be necessary to preprocess data originating from data warehouses.    

          (6 marks) 

e) Distinguish between classification and prediction.  Give suitable examples.  (5 marks) 

f) Explain the benefits expected after mining the following patterns and associations from a 

data warehouse associated with the Meru Level 5 Hospital.   

(i) Itemsets          (2 marks) 
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(ii)  Frequent subsequence        (2 marks) 

QUESTION TWO (15 MARKS) 

Consider this classification model – a group of students have been classified based on two 

attributes: educationLevel and scholarshipAmount.  EducationLevel is further divided into two 

sub-attributes: undergraduate and postgraduate.  scholarshipAmount is also further sub-divided 

into two sub-attributes:  200,000 and 800,000.  The reasoning that if educationLevel is 

undergraduate then the class is “BSc”, and if educationLevel is postgraduate and 

scholarshipAmount is 200,000 then the class is “MSc”, and if educationLevel is postgraduate 

and scholarshipAmount is 800,000 then the class is “PhD”.  You are required to represent this 

classification model in the following forms: 

a) If-then rules          (5 marks) 

b) Decision tree          (5 marks) 

c) Neural network.          (5 marks) 

QUESTION THREE (15 MARKS) 

You are currently trying to cluster some data just captured from a university’s visitor details 

captured in a computer at the main gate. 

a) Describe each of the following clustering algorithms in terms of their limitations: 

(i) K-means          (1 mark) 

(ii)  CLARA          (1 mark) 

(iii)  BIRCH          (1 mark) 

b) Explain how you would go about clustering the visitor dataset.    (4 marks) 

c) In your opinion, what kind of visitor data would be considered as outliers from a 

university security perspectives and why?       (4 marks)  

d) Outliers are most of the times regarded as noise and consequently cleaned from the data.  

However, outliers may sometimes be tagged as interesting and preserved for further 

observations.  In this case, would you consider these outliners from the visitors’ dataset 

as noise or would you consider them as interesting?  Justify your answer.   (4 marks)  
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QUESTION FOUR (15 MARKS) 

a) Describe any three text mining approaches.       (6 marks) 

b) One of the main bottlenecks of association rule mining is that strong rules are not 

necessarily interesting.  With a suitable example from social network mining data, 

explain why this statement may hold true.       (9 marks)  

QUESTION FIVE (15 MARKS)  

a) Describe the PAM k-medoids partitioning algorithm and then explain why it is not one of 

the best when we need to partition and cluster very large data sets.   (6 marks)  

b) With the latest state-of-the-art in data mining technology, there are still several open and 

unsolved problems in the area of:  i) accuracy, and ii) efficiency.  Write a clear research 

problem statement for each of the areas.  Suggest also a possible solution in each case.   

          (9 marks)  


